Jacobian Adaptation (JA) has been successfully used in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems to adapt the acoustic models from the training to the testing noise conditions. In this work we present an improvement of JA for speaker verification, where a specific training noise reference is estimated for each speaker model. The new proposal, which will be referred to as Model-dependent Noise Reference Jacobian Adaptation (MNRJA), has consistently outperformed JA in our speaker verification experiments.
Introduction
Both speaker and speech recognition systems are severely degraded by mismatch between training and testing conditions. Jacobian Adaptation (JA) is a technique that has been successfully used in speech recognition systems to adapt a set of models from certain noise conditions to other conditions [1] - [3] . In the training phase, a reference of the training noise is estimated. In the testing phase, the acoustic models are adapted on the basis of the difference between the testing noise and the previously estimated training noise reference. In speech recognition, the noise of the signals used to train a model can be expected to be similar because the training environment is usually controlled and similar for all the speakers. Moreover, the models are affected by the noise conditions of several speakers because several utterances of various speakers are used to train each model. Therefore, it is reasonable to use only one noise reference of the training noise to adapt all the models, as done in JA [1] - [3] . On the other hand, in speaker recognition the noise of the signals used to train a model can be very different for each model because the environmental conditions can be different for each speaker and the utterances of a speaker are not used to train the models of the other speakers. For this reason, in this work we propose to estimate a specific noise reference for each model. In this way, we obtain a better [4] have been compared in speaker verification without adaptation, with JA and with MNRJA. In all the cases, the FF-based techniques have outperformed the MFCC versions.
Jacobian Adaptation
In [1] , the Jacobian Adaptation (JA) technique is extensively presented and it is shown that it is possible to find a simple and efficient linear function able to adapt the mean vectors of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) from certain noisy training conditions to other conditions. The JA transformation is as follows:
where ∂C s+n /C n is the Jacobian matrix,Ĉ s+n and C s+n are the adapted and the original noisy speech parameter mean vector respectively, and C n andĈ n are the reference and the target noise parameter vector, i.e., the noise present in the training signals and the noise present in the recognition phase respectively. The Jacobian matrix when the speech signal is parameterised using MFCCs can be written as [1] :
where N is the filter-bank energies (FBE) vector of the training noise reference, S is the FBE vector of the noisy speech model, and F is the DCT matrix transformation. The quotient is computed element by element and diag() is the diagonal matrix formed with the elements of the vector inside. The JA algorithm can be summarized in two main steps. In the training phase, the noise reference is estimated in order to calculate the Jacobian matrices of every mixture using equation (2) . In the recognition phase, the testing noise is estimated to upgrade the models using equation (1) with the Jacobian matrices and the training noise reference previously computed. In this work we have used the α-JA version of JA [2] with the alpha parameter set to 3.
Frequency Filtering (FF) was proposed in [4] as a computationally simpler alternative to the MFCCs. The FF features have generally shown an equal or better performance in both speech and speaker recognition. This parameterisation consists in a filtering operation of the log-FBEs, typically with the second order filter H(z) = z − z −1 . The JA technique with FF (FF-JA) is obtained by using FF vectors in (1), and by substituting F with the FF transformation matrix in (2) . It can be shown that the Jacobian matrix in FF-JA can be simplified as follows [3] :
where J denotes the Jacobian matrix,
and N k and S k are respectively the kth component of noise and noisy speech FBE vectors. Using this formulation, the FF-JA technique allows reducing memory requirements and computational cost with respect to JA with MFCCs (MFCC-JA).
Model-dependent Noise Reference Jacobian Adaptation
In JA only one noise reference cepstrum vector and its corresponding FBE vector is used to calculate all the Jacobian matrices and to adapt all the models. For example, in [2] , [3] the most probable mixture of the middle state of the silence model was assumed as the reference noise. In this way, the reference is somehow an average of the noise present in all the models and therefore it is not a precise reference of any of them. In this work we propose a modification of JA called Model-dependent Noise Reference Jacobian Adaptation (MNRJA), where a different noise reference is estimated for each model from the noise present in the speech signals used train the model. This is especially appropriate in speaker recognition because in this kind of applications the training environment is not usually controlled and the utterances of a speaker are not used to train the models of the other speakers. As a result, the noise of the signals used to train each model can be very different. The algorithm of MNRJA is:
Training Phase:
1. Estimate the noise reference of a model from the speech signals used to train the model.
2. Calculate the Jacobian matrices using equation (2) . The vector N used in equation (2) is the specific noise reference FBE of each model.
Testing Phase:
1. Estimate the environmental noise of the testing phase. 2. Adapt the models using equation (1) . The vector C n in equation (1) is the specific noise reference feature vector of the model to adapt.
We have implemented the MNRJA approach with both the MFCC and the FF parameters (MFCC-MNRJA and FF-MNRJA respectively).
Experiments
Text-dependent speaker verification experimental evaluation was carried out by using the POLYCOST database, which consists of around 10 sessions recorded by 134 subjects. Noise was added to the original POLY-COST database to obtain four noise types ("train station", "street", "babble" and "car") with four SNRs (30, 20, 10 and 0dB). Experiments with clean speech were also performed. A total of 110 client models were built from the first 4 sessions of each client. A universal background model (UBM) was built from the first 5 sessions of 22 speakers that were set aside as an off-line database. True-identity tests were made on the 5th and later sessions. A total of 666 true-identity tests and 824 falseidentity tests were made.
The speech signal was divided into frames of 20ms at a rate of 10ms. Each frame was characterised with 20 parameters using either MFCCs or FF. The first and second time derivatives were included in both representations. Each speaker and the UBM were characterized by a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with 32 mixtures. The error rates would probably decrease by using HMMs with enough training data, but the conclusions of this work would not change. Several preliminary tests were done with different number of Gaussians and the best results were obtained with 32 mixtures. The silence was modelled by a Hidden Markov Model of 3 states with one Gaussian per state.
JA of only static components of mean vectors was implemented. For the JA technique, the training noise reference was obtained from the middle state of the silence model. For the MNRJA technique, the average feature vector of the non-speech frames of the signals used to train each model was chosen as the noise reference for each model. Estimation of the testing noise was obtained from the average of the first 500ms of the testing signal.
Results
A complete set of experiments were carried out for six Averaging across noise types MFCC-JA Table 1 Speaker verification EERs by averaging across training (TR) and testing noise types. different techniques: MFCC, FF, MFCC-JA, FF-JA, MFCC-MNRJA and FF-MNRJA. Training for each technique was done with each of the four noise environments at four different SNR levels (30, 20, 10 and 0dB) and with clean signals. Both clean and noisy signals were used for testing. Noisy test signals were also classified into four noise types, and into four different SNR levels (30, 20, 10 and 0dB). All test signals were used for testing models trained with a specific noise type and SNR, and for a given technique. Tables 1 and 2 show the speaker verification results in terms of equal error rate (EER). The threshold value for calculating the EER was speaker independent. For each experiment it was adjusted to make equal the false acceptance rate and the false rejection rate. In table 1, average results in terms of the reference and target SNR level are shown. These results were computed by averaging all the combinations of noise types. In table 2, results in terms of the noise types are shown. The percentage scores result from averaging across SNR in all testing and training combinations. In addition, a total average result is shown in both tables to easily compare the different techniques. In the last row only the results in noisy conditions are considered to calculate the average because JA was designed to be used with noisy signals.
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From the two bottom rows (global averages) of the tables, we can see that the proposed MNRJA technique improves the results obtained both without adaptation and with JA, with both MFCC and FF parameters. We can also see that all the FF-based techniques show lower EERs than their corresponding MFCC versions. The lowest EERs are obtained with FF-MNRJA. In noisy conditions a 13.5% relative EER reduction is obtained when using FF-JA instead of FF. This reduction increases to 18.4% when using FF-MNRJA. For MFCC, this relative error rate reduction is 7% with JA and 17.8% with MNRJA.
In tables 1 and 2 it can be seen that MNRJA improves the results obtained without adaptation in 82 of the 100 cases, while it only happens in 57 cases when using JA. In general, in our experiments MNRJA has provided more consistent results than the conventional JA.
As commented above, JA was designed to be used with noisy signals. As a consequence, the best re-sults when testing with clean signals are generally obtained without adaptation, although there is only a small degradation when using adaptation. The best results when training with clean signals are obtained with MNRJA.
In noisy conditions MNRJA generally obtains the best results. Table 2 shows that the EERs obtained with MNRJA are lower than those of the other techniques except in some cases when the training is done with the "babble" noise. In these cases the lowest error rates are obtained with JA. Table 1 shows that, when using MFCC parameters, MNRJA obtains the lowest EERs. When using FF, MNRJA is the best technique except in some cases when training with low SNR (0 or 10dB) and testing with high SNR (20 or 30dB). In these cases the best results are obtained without adaptation.
Conclusions
We have proposed an improvement of the JA technique for speaker verification, which consists in estimating a specific noise reference for each speaker model. This is especially appropriate in speaker recognition, where the noise of the signals used to train each model can be very different. Both the JA technique and the proposed technique (MNRJA) have been applied with MFCC and FF parameters. In both cases, MNRJA has outperformed the conventional JA. The FF parameterisation, besides reducing the computational cost, has obtained better results than MFCC, especially when combined with MNRJA.
